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Think of Devon and you are likely to have an image as a county of orchards and
cider.
But historically this was by no means always the case, and in truth Devon
presented many challenges to the growing of fruit. This ground-breaking book
explains how special circumstances enabled ale-drinking Devon to become a
cider county in Tudor and Stuart times. So many orchards were planted that
swathes became surplus to requirements and went into decline for the best part
of two centuries.
There has been a remarkable revival over the last few decades. Autumn Apple
Days have become big events, and new ciders and juices with local provenance
have appeared. New orchards range from big volume growers contracted to the
cider industry using new varieties and techniques to small-scale community
and domestic situations with ancient varieties and traditional management
techniques.
The expertly written and beautifully illustrated volume investigates this recent
turn-round and offers a positive vision of the future, with practical suggestions
on how lovers of Devon might ensure it remains a county of orchards.
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Top left: Luscombe drinks promote
an attractive orchard image.
(P Rodd)
Above: Dittisham Plums.
Left: Mill at Fairlinch, Braunton.
(Tim Potter)

Above: Misty autumn morning, Whimple.
Below: Wedding Marquee, Whitestone, East Cornworthy.

Right: Courtney family
collecting apples, Whimple.

